Superstring models are considered where there is E6 flux breaking to [SU(3)]' at compactification and dynamical breaking of [SU(3)] to SU(3)c&SU (2) 
standard-model states). The interactions of these new particles with the standard-model particles are deduced and are expected to produce p ey decay and in some cases neutrino masses and oscillations in a range that may be accessible to experiment.
In this Rapid Communication we consider properties of the heterotic string' compactified on a three-generation Calabi-Yau manifold. At compactification, these theories possess an E6 internal symmetry with massless particles in the 27, 27, and singlet representations. Two such manifolds that have been well studied are (i) the manifold of Tian and Yau which is defined as the submanifold of CP3xCP given by the intersection of three polynomials suitably modded by Z3, and (ii) In the frame where only (N&) and (vq) are nonzero, these new non-E6-singlet states are (2)
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-+'() 4~, X6~), A, 4+ (X4~ik5)/J2, etc. , c cos8, s sin8, and gn L gn, L/(gn+gL) ' We see from Eq. (4) ', g" where the unitary matrices {V, H, V,J and {V, 'H, V, ', J diagonalize M,$, the M2-even mass matrix (i.e. , Cs, 'M, f srsb with VM~'~V diag). Here the {g"g, ' [ fields remain superheavy. The M2-odd mass matrix g, M,b gb is labeled (for the fermionic sector) by g, =(A,L~li"H", H, ') and (b (kr. , i HaHp, ') , where a = 1, . . . , n"b = 1, . . . , nb. 
